Travel Experiences: Personalized, Different, Real

Greetings!
Since my last “Calendar” mailing to group leaders and
professionals, our team has been developing a record number
of brand new private and semi-private group packages.

Partnerships for Success
Simultaneously, we’re continuing to build on our legacy of completely unique, off-the-beaten-path
editorial partnerships with regional and specialty magazines. Already, we’d joined forces with Our Iowa,
Nebraska Life, Our Wisconsin, Missouri Life, and Adirondack Life to develop seven distinctive, expertly
conceived tours.
Since then, we’ve partnered with craft publishing powerhouse, Annie’s Publishing, on a custom-label,
literary-themed European trip, and also begun development of a new tour with the editors and regional
travel experts at Yukon: North of Ordinary.

Our Own “Secret Spice”
The itineraries resulting from these partnerships highlight the “special spice” that makes a Country
Travel DISCOVERIES tour “personalized, different and real”. We consult with local experts in a backroads
exploration to uncover an area’s hidden gems that are nestled along County Roads and in rural towns.
I’m happy to share “a taste” of just one example with the enclosed gift from our brand new “Our
Wisconsin…and Yours, Too!” Discovery Tour. This gift comes from…
A mustard museum?
Absolutely!
The National Mustard Museum in Middleton, Wisconsin, an
improbably popular, “only-in-Wisconsin” type attraction that
houses over 5,000 types of the spicy condiment, is the kind of fun
“hard-to-find-yourself ” stop that comes when locals brainstorm
about the buried treasures in their own backyard. This “delicious”
stop came about through teaming up with veteran Editor Mike
Beno at Our Wisconsin Magazine.

www.CountryTravelDiscoveries.com/groups

Not only do we visit the museum, but founder Barry Levenson personally hosts our groups with an
entertaining, informative and hilarious private tour.

Looking for Something Different
We knew that if we were putting together a tour of own home state, it had to be special. Working
with Mike, we were able to arrange an entire itinerary of stops that most of us here at CTD had never
experienced in our entire Badger lives.
Our groups will sit down for lunch with
the troops inside Ft. McCoy military training
center, meet a unique family of lumbermen,
visit a working Lock & Dam on the Mississippi
River, walk through a sheep ranch whose owners
immigrated from England, tour an amazing
private vintage town, experience Cornish meal
traditions at an 1800’s inn…that’s just a selection
of the unique stops we’ll visit on this special
Discovery program.
Our thrill at being “tourists in our own
backyard” translates into a fascinating tour for
your customers. And, I’m gratified to say that
already six different group leaders from around the country are offering this unique trip to their clients.

Helping Leaders, Bringing Groups Together
Already by last fall, we were fortunate to have joined up with double the number of groups for
2017 than traveled in all of 2016. Travel clubs, church groups, retirement communities, agricultural
organizations, women’s clubs, junior leagues, and city parks & rec departments…From providing
customized promotional materials, live presentations and co-op advertising assistance, to helping combine
groups that faced challenges hitting their desired numbers, we worked with group leaders to make their
trips a success and easier to sell.
As I wrote in my last letter, another highlight of this winter was being
spotlighted on a program for Group Travel Leaders as part of American
Airlines in-flight programming. Following its few-month run up in the
air, the program has “come back down to earth” and is now viewable
online at CountryTravelDiscoveries.com/Groups. I hope you find it
interesting and helpful.
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“Travel is the only
that makes you thing you buy
richer.”

Rocky Mountaineer

—Anonymous
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By the way, because our list of group leaders grows continually,
I know I sometimes refer to previous mailings you may not have
received as a new subscriber. If you were not on the list in time for
our holiday mailing, please let me know if you would like us to
send you that letter’s gift. We still have some copies of our popular
annual Travel Lover’s Calendar, beautifully illustrated and filled with
travel quotes, trivia and history for travel and tourism buffs. Drop us a line at
CountryTravelDiscoveries.com/Group-contact and we’ll be happy to get one out to you right away.
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Looking Ahead
In 2018, we’ll return to the Danube with an exclusively chartered river cruise from Budapest to
Passau, and three days in Prague. We partner with Luftner (marketed as Amadeus), a family-owned and
-operated company based in Austria. Our experience with Amadeus has been exceptional…plus we
include a fantastic menu of items that other companies don’t. Flights, gratuities, shore excursions, wine
& beer with dinner—suffice to say our travelers will be treated the right way on this amazing “President’s
Charter”. Group space is available on a limited, first-come, first-served basis.
I’ll close by saying how much we’ve appreciated the faith of the group leaders we’re working with, and
those with whom we’ve traveled in the past. We look forward to many more wonderful years of building
distinctive travel experiences with them/you. I invite you to contact me directly at 262-923-8121 or
Steve.Uelner@CountryTravelDiscoveries.com to explore a win-win partnership between your group and
Country Travel DISCOVERIES.
Sincerely,

Steve Uelner, President
PS: Turn this page over for an article we recently published in an association newsletter, intended to
provide some practical Tips for Group Leaders. I hope you enjoy it…along with your “Sweet ‘n’ Tangy”
treat!

www.CountryTravelDiscoveries.com/groups

Planning, Selling and Running a Great Private Group Tour
By Steve Uelner
Country Travel DISCOVERIES

difference between a trip running or
not running.

e love working with groups of
all sizes, whether providing
special discounts for groups as
small as 5-to-9, or hand-crafting a
customized tour tailored to the needs
of a larger private group or
organization. After many
decades in the business,
we’ve helped travel group
leaders, both amateur and
professional, fill and run
successful tours for their
organizations.

5. Spread the word.
How about taking out some ads in
local media? We may even be able to
help out with design or other coop
promotional costs.

W

Here are some
tips for success.

STEVE UELNER

1. Give yourself time.
With air inclusive tours, the airlines
have become a bit more restrictive
with deposit requirements—thus we
suggest marketing at least 10 months
ahead, allowing you to get a feel early
enough as to if the trip will produce.
2. Say it more than once.
Travel takes repetitive messages to
sell. Roy Reiman, founder of Reiman
Publications, tells us it can take 3
or more promotions to sell a $19
subscription. We are trying to sell
a trip that can be well over $1,000,
$2,000 or even $3,000! Customers
need time to develop a comfort level
with the trip offering…and repetitious
promotions do work.

6. Be excited—yet
professional!
When you talk about a
trip, exude excitement with
a level of professionalism.
Think about when you go to
buy a piece of furniture, a
car, or any relatively highticket item—and the role the
salesperson plays.

7. Ask for our help.
Invite us to provide a free travel
show to your potential travelers.
These work!
8. Use your past travelers.
Consider rewarding your past
travelers if they bring in new
customers. We spend at least $200
per traveler on first time customer
acquisition. BUT, once we acquire
new travelers...they come back time
and time again.
9. Listen to your base.
Too often we hear of group leaders
who choose a destination based on
where he or she wants to go versus
what the travelers wish to do. We

will work with you to let you know
what is selling to our travelers that
meet your group demographics and
interests.
10. More is not always better.
A group leader will sometimes tell
us, “This traveler wanted to go here,
another wanted to go here, Jerry
wanted to go here, and Sheila here.
So, we’re offering all four trips”. Less
can be better. A full trip is festive,
and often means more money to
you than two trips running at 50%
capacity. Those destinations that you
hold off on will still be available the
following year.
11. You get what you pay for.
We encourage you to not settle
for the lowest priced proposal when
considering more than one tour
operator. Often, we hear of group
leaders who learned the hard way
by going with “Company Z because
their prices were lowest”. They regret
that decision – and then admit to us,
“Now we know why your prices are a
bit higher!”
Whether you work with Country
Travel DISCOVERIES or another
operator, you should be able to
rely on the partnership for the kind
of expert guidance, attention and
experienced support you need to
deliver an excellent travel experience.
After all, it’s your group – and
nothing else should do.

3. Be prepared.
Always have promotions of your
tour available: in print, online, in a
two-minute “elevator pitch”. You
never know when you’ll come across
a potential customer.
4. Be open.
Are you willing to open up your
trip to neighboring organizations?
Churches? Senior centers? These may
be prospective members for you,
can diversify your group, and help
raise the number, which can lower
your cost. We often have groups that
do this—it takes some of the sales
pressure off you, and can make the

KARL Graduate Program has taken unique agricultural trips customized by Country Travel
DISCOVERIES to places like Alaska, Germany, Texas and Italy
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13500 Watertown Plank Rd, Suite 107
Elm Grove, WI 53122
Toll-free: 855-744-8747

A sweet and tangy gift from your
friends at Country Travel DISCOVERIES

